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TOSSUPS

1. In one sense, this novel represents an attack on capital punishment, seen through the character of Dennis the Hangman. The main plot concerns the feud between Geoffrey Haredale and the villain Sir John Chester, who nonetheless join forces to thwart the marriage of their kin Edward Haredale and Emma Chester. Meanwhile, the title figure, who wears all green and carries a raven named Grip in a basket on his back, is innocently implicated in the Gordon Riots, which also thwart the plans of Haredale and Chester. FTP, what is this novel by Charles Dickens?
	Answer: Barnaby Rudge

2. A variation of this technique is used to screen bacterial colonies containing cDNA clones. In it, the subject is subjected to electrophoresis on SDS-polyacrylamide gel, then placed on a polymer sheet. A radiolabelled antibody specific to the target protein is then added, binding to the protein and allowing it to be detected by autoradiography. FTP, what is this technique for determining small amounts of a particular protein in tissue samples or cells, named analogously to Southern blotting?
	Answer: Western blotting (prompt on protein blotting)

3. The unusual orchestration of this musical work calls for four off-stage horns and trumpets, unorthodox percussion instruments like tam-tams and a bundle of sticks called "ruthe", and a second percussion group to be "heard in the distance". Consisting of five movements, the first three concern the death of the "hero", his youthful optimism, and his confrontation of life's vulgarities. The human voice is first introduced in the fourth movement, entitled "Urlicht", or "Primal Light", and is based on the composer's own song from his cycle "Des Knaben Wunderhorn", while the final movement is based on a poem by Klopstock which gives the symphony its name. FTP, what is this symphony, the second by Gustav Mahler?
	Answer: Resurrection Symphony or Mahler's Second Symphony

4. This man served as US army chief of staff from December 1783 until June 1784. Founder of the Society of Cincinnati, he was a Boston bookseller with a curiosity about artillery, making him one of the few Americans with gunnery knowledge at the start of the Revolution. Made head of artillery, he transported 55 pieces of artillery from Fort Ticonderoga to Boston to break the siege of the city. FTP, who was this officer who in 1789 became the first Secretary of War?
	Answer: Henry Knox

5. Founder of the church and monastery at Armagh, this man's writings included a letter to King Coroticus and the "Confessio". He spent 14 years at Auxerre, France , in preparation for his life's work, for which he was made a bishop by Pope Celestine I. The son of Calpurnius, he was abducted by Irish marauders at the age of 16 and sold into slavery, but after his escape withstood the opposition of the Druids and spread the Christian faith throughout Ireland. FTP, who is this patron saint of Ireland?
	Answer: St. Patrick (or Succet)

6. Notably absent from this work are the thirteen years of its author's marriage and first seven years after his wife's suicide. Concluding that the titular subject was inadequate to prepare the author for the modern world, its subtitle declares it "a Study of 20th Century Multiplicity", and it seeks to contrast the modern age to the 13th century, notably in the chapter "The Virgin and the Dynamo". The companion piece to Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres, FTP, what is this famous autobiography?
	Answer: The Education of Henry Adams

7. The parameters of this name are four parameters that determine the state of polarization of a wave of monochromatic radiation from observations of the beam. The unit of this name is a cgs unit of kinematic viscosity equal to the ratio of the viscosity of a fluid in poises to its density in grams per cubic centermeters, while the law of this name is given in equation form as F equals 6 pi r eta v, and predicts the frictional force on a spherical ball moving through a viscous medium. FTP, what is this name most associated with the theorem extending Green's theorem to higher dimensions and stating that the line integral around a closed path is equal to the surface integral of the curl around any surface enclosed by the path?
	Answer: Stokes

8. During WWI several minor naval engagements were fought on this lake whose overflow is carried to the Atlantic by the Lukuga River. It runs roughly 420 miles from north to south, but only reaches a maximum width of 45 miles, giving rise to its characteristic narrowness. At 12,700 square miles it is the second largest in Africa, and its maximum depth of 4,700 feet makes it the second deepest freshwater lake in the world. Just north of Lake Nyasa, FTP, what is this lake of the Great Rift Valley on the borders of Tanzania, Congo, Zambia, and Burundi?
	Answer: Tanganyika

9. While experimenting with the making of gunpowder and boring of guns this man invented a brasslike alloy known as his metal. A founder and first governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, after the Restoration, he served as admiral of the English fleet and first lord of the admiralty. The earl of Holderness, in 1650 he had escaped to the West Indies after Blake destroyed his fleet at the mouth of the Tagus, after having gained his greatest fame in the English Civil War, winning at Lancaster and Bristol but losing at Marston Moor. FTP, who was this nephew of Charles I and son of Elector Palatine Frederick V best known as Count Palatine of the Rhine?
	Answer: Prince Rupert of the Rhine

10. This school of philosophy holds that some of the characteristics of the source and reality of man and nature include spontaneity, change, emphasis on the feminine and passive over aggressive, male qualities, and nonpurposeful action, or "wu-wei". It regards the primary purpose of human beings as living in harmony with nature, while the religion that grew from it concerns a vast pantheon of gods headed by the Jade Emperor. Chuang Tzu and Lao Tzu are great thinkers of, FTP, what Chinese philosophy opposed to Buddhism which advocates belief in "the way"?
	Answer: Taoism or Daoism

11. In this novel, the priest Calenus is witness to the murder of the female protagonist's brother Apaecides by the sinister Egyptian Arbaces, who had also tricked the blind slave girl Nydia into poisoning Glaucus. Glaucus is wrongly accused of Apaecides' murder, but after a miracle saves him from a lion his innocence is pronounced by Sallust, and Glaucus escapes with his love Ione as Vesuvius destroys the title city. FTP, what is this popular novel by Edward Bulwer-Lytton?
	Answer: The Last Days of Pompeii

12. At the age of 21 this man devised a new way to calculate the orbits of comets, and in 1832 predicted that the Earth would pass through the tail of Biela's comet, sparking widespread panic in Europe. Performing his astronomical studies from the attic of his Bremen medical practice, in 1815 he discovered his namesake comet, having earlier discovered the asteroids Pallas and Vesta. However, he is best-known for questioning if the universe is endless and uniformly populated with stars, why is the sky dark at night. FTP, who was this namesake of a famous astronomical paradox?
	Answer: (Heinrich) Wilhelm (Matthaus) Olbers

13. "Psychological Care of Infant and Child" is a late work by this psychologist whose advocacy of experiments on children and animals can be seen in his work making a baby afraid of a white rat. In 1920 he retired and became a advertising executive after a divorce scandal involving his partner Rosalie Rayner forced him to resign from Johns Hopkins, where he had developed the anti-structuralist views that psychology should be dedicated to examining and predicting human actions, expressed in his seminal 1913 article "Psychology as a Behaviorist Views It." FTP, who was this man considered the founder of behaviorism?
	Answer: John Broadus Watson

14. The case Traux v. Corrigan circumvented this act by permitting state courts to issue injunctions in labor disputes, while its prohibition of injunctions against secondary boycotts was invalidated by Duplex Printing Press v. Deering. It reversed In Re Debs, and forbid interlocking boards of directors, tying contracts, and discriminatory pricing practices, while exempting unions and farmers' associations from antitrust statutes. FTP, what was this 1914 act which strengthened the Sherman Anti-Trust Act?
	Answer: Clayton Anti-Trust Act

15. Originally published in the book Mirgorod, the plot of this novel is related to an incident in the life of one of the author's ancestors, who became a traitor and surrendered a fort to the Poles. Ending with a famous description of the Dneister River and a wild duck, it is set during a war in which Andri falls in love with a Polish woman, leading him to desert his family and join her in a besieged fort. When his father meets him outside the fort he kills Andri, only to join his other son Ostap in being tortured to death. FTP, what is this short 1835 novel about a old Cossack warrior, written by Nikolay Gogal?
	Answer: Taras Bulba

16. This artist painted the first ever grisailles, and although it is not signed the Ognissanti Madonna is generally attributed to him. Court painter to Robert of Anjou, one of the most controversial debates in art concerns whether he was the master of the St. Francis cycle in the Upper Church of Assisi, but there is no doubt that he created the frescos in the chapel of Enrico Scrovegni. Known for his break from Byzantine art, FTP, who was this student of Cimabue, the greatest master of the pre-Renaissance period and creator of the fresco cycle in the Arena Chapel?
	Answer: Giotto di Bondone

17. This collection of elements is differentiated from other collections of its kind in that the lighter elements have f-electrons that can participate in bonding. Difficult to investigate due to their self-heating, short lifetimes, and safety dangers, they are like lanthanides in that they experience contraction of atomic and ionic radii with increasing atomic number. Characterized by a 7s2 configuration, FTP, what is this series of radioactive elements beginning with and named for element 89?
	Answer: actinides or actinoids

18. This ruler abandoned the Danubian War against the advice of Claudius Pompeianus, and during a reign of terror banished and executed his wife Crispina. The son of the younger Faustina, his determination to rule using favorites and his savagery led to many attempts on his life, including one by his sister Lucilla, and after becoming so mentally unbalanced that he thought he was the god Hercules his mistress Marcia had him strangled to death by the athlete Narcissus. FTP, name this Roman Emperor from 180-92, the son of Marcus Aurelius and last of the Antonines.
	Answer: Commodus

19. Shortly after returning from World War II the protagonist of this novel takes a job chopping wood for Angela Grace Saint John, with whom he soon begins a relationship. Taking part in the Feast of Santiago, he is flogged by the albino Juan Reyes Fragua, and later the protagonist stabs Juan in a bar, for which he is imprisoned for seven years. Later, Abel ends up in the hospital due to a beating by the police officer Martinez, and when visited by Angela is able to overcome his inability to create his own creation story and fully embrace his Navajo heritage. FTP, what is this 1966 novel, the best known work by N. Scott Momaday?
	Answer: House Made of Dawn

20. Among this god's possessions are the horse Blodighofi, and Gullinbursti, a magic helmet with the crest of a wild boar. The patron god of Sweden and Iceland, this son of Niord fell in love and married the giantess Gerda. The dispenser of rain, he was originally one of the Vanir, but was received among the Aesir after the war between the two groups. Possessor of the magic boat Skithbathnir, FTP, who is this Norse god of peace and fertility?
	Answer: Frey (or Freyr)
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FTPE, name these Brits who opposed the crown.
1. (10 points) This legendary Anglo-Saxon rebel was known as the Wake. Upset with a recent appointment to the clergy, he plundered Peterborough in 1070 and soon established a base on the Isle of Ely, and was never captured, becoming the subject of many legends.
	Answer: Hereward the Wake
2. (10 points) Convinced that Queen Mary's proposed marriage to Philip II of Spain would turn England into "a cockleboat towed by a Spanish galleon", this Kentish landowner led 3,000 men to London in February 1554, but found that Mary's support was too strong to overcome, and he soon surrendered.
	Answer: Sor Thomas Wyatt
3. (10 points) With Thomas Russell and Napper Tandy this man founded the United Irishmen, and soon organized a force of 14,000 to invade Ireland in 1796. After his forces were dispersed by a storm he was captured by the British at Lough Swilly.
	Answer: (Theobald) Wolfe Tone

FTPE, name these old-school composers.
1. (10 points) This 16th century Italian composer of Lamentations of Jeremiah is often held to have saved polyphonic music with his Pope Marcellus Mass.
	Answer: Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina
2. (10 points) Often considered the greatest English composer of the 16th century, this student of Thomas Tallis was granted a monopoly on music printing with Tallis. His works were published in such collections as Songs of Sundrie Matters and Psalms, Sonnets & Songs of Sadness & Pitie.
	Answer: William Byrd
3. (10 points) Considered the greatest composer of the Renaissance, this French composer's masterpiece is the requiem La Deploration sur la Mort D'Ockeghem.
	Answer: Josquin Desprez

FTPE:
(10 points) Everyone's favorite Czech-born English playwright, this author is best-known for "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead".	
	Answer: Tom Stoppard (or Tom Straussler)
(10 points) Opening with a performance of the play "The House of Cards", this 1982 Tom Stoppard play describes the dramatist Henry's obsession with language and troubles managing his affair and eventual marriage to Annie.
	Answer: The Real Thing
(10 points) This 1977 play tells of a political dissident incarcerated in a mental hospital, and takes its name from a mnemonic device used to remember the notes indicated by a treble clef.
	Answer: Every Good Boy Deserves Favour

This bonus is part of my continuing campaign to horn in on Seth's areas of expertise. FTPE, answer the following about urine and sperm.
1. (10 points) This is the cavity in the pelvic region into which the terminal parts of the alimentary canal and the urinogenital ducts open in humans. Along with the urethra, it is the pathway through which urine stored in the bladder is excreted.
	Answer: cloaca
2. (10 points) Attached to the testes at one end, this is the long coiled tube in which spermatozoa is stored.
	Answer: epididymis
3. (10 points) The other end of the epididymis open into this sperm duct which carries sperm through the urethra to the outside.
	Answer: vas deferens (DO NOT accept vas efferens)

FTPE, help your question writer fulfill the geography part of the distribution and name these bodies of water.
1. (10 points) The San Juan Islands mark the southern end of this strait which separates the central coast of Vancouver Island and British Columbia.
	Answer: Strait of Georgia
2. (10 points) This major river of western North America runs 851 miles from its source in Yellowhead Lake to Vancouver, where it empties into the Strait of Georgia.
	Answer: Fraser River
3. (10 points) This narrow passage between the Olympic Peninsula of Washington state and Vancouver Island forms part of the US-Canadian border. It touches Whidbey Island, which separates it from Puget Sound.
	Answer : Juan de Fuca Strait

FTPE, name the following about a South American despot.
1. (10 points) In 1954 this son of a German immigrant led a coup to become president of Paraguay, and during the next 35 years became notorious for his illegal trade practices and for harboring Nazi war criminals.
	Answer: Alfredo Stroessner
2. (10 points) This was Stroessner's political party. Sharing its name with a state, membership in it was a requirement for most jobs.
	Answer: Colorado Party
3. (10 points) Name either the president ousted by Stroessner in 1954, or the leader of the "traditionalists" who ousted Stroessner in 1989.
	Answer: Frederico Chavez or Andres Rodriguez

5-10-15, name these members of the academic world's answer to the Van Pattens, the Huxleys.
1. (5 points) This author is known for works like "Jesting Pilate", "Chrome Yellow", and "Antic Hay".
	Answer: Aldous Huxley
2. (10 points) This biologist made his name with observations made while assistant surgeon on the HMS Rattlesnake. Coiner of the term "agnostic", he became known as "Darwin's bulldog" for his defense of evolution.
	Answer: Thomas Huxley
3. (15 points) This physiologist shared the 1963 Nobel for physiology or medicine with Alan Hodgkin for his work on nerve impulses, showing how ionic mechanisms are used in nerves to transmit impulses.
	Answer: Andrew Huxley

FTPE, stuff about phase transitions.
1. (10 points) Phase transitions can be classified by their order. This is the order of any phase transition in which the latent heat is zero at the transition.
	Answer: second-order phase transition
2. (10 points) This is a feature of phase transitions in which very different physical systems behave in the same way near the transition point.
	Answer: universality
3. (10 points) This is a model for magnetic systems in which atomic spins have to be aligned either parallel or anti-parallel to a given direction. Named for the scientist who worked out the one-dimensional case in 1925, its application to phase transitions has been important to the study of the subject.
	Answer: Ising model

FTSNOP, stuff about an important literary group.
(10 points) First meeting in an abandoned fish house called the Wharf Theater, this group of actors, producers, and playwrights under the direction of George Cram Cook was created to oppose the commercialism of Broadway. Named for the Massachusetts town where they formed, they gave rise to the great era of American drama.
	Answer: Provincetown Players
(15 points) An important member and founder of the Provincetown Players was this wife of George Cram Cook. She was the author of the play “Trifles” and the Pulitzer Prize winning “Alison’s House”, based on the life of Emily Dickenson.
	Answer: Susan Glaspell
(5 points) Perhaps the most important play produced by the Provincetown Players was “Bound East for Cardiff” by this playwright also known for “The Iceman Cometh” and “Long Day’s Journey Into Night”.
	Answer: Eugene O’Neill

FTPE, name these French philosophers.
1. (10 points) This early 19th century philosopher advocated an atheist society ruled by technicians and industrialists in 1821's "The Industrial System" and his magnum opus "Nouveau Christianisme".
	Answer: Claude Saint-Simon
2. (10 points) This Frenchman’s best-known philosophical work is “Being and Nothingness”.
	Answer: Jean-Paul Sartre
3. (10 points) An ordained priest, this 18th century French thinker followed Locke in tracing all human faculties back to their origins in sensation in works like Essay on the Origin of the Human Consciousness and Treatise on Sensations.
	Answer: Etienne Bonnot de Condillac

FTPE, name these following about firsts concerning women and Congress.
1. (10 points) This was the first woman elected to Congress, winning terms in 1916 and 1940. An extreme pacifist, she was the only member of congress to vote against entry into WWII after Pearl Harbor.
	Answer: Jeannette Rankin
2. (10 points) In 1922 Georgia Governor Thomas Hardwick, in a symbolic gesture, appointed this woman to fill the Senate seat left vacant on the death of Thomas Watson, making her the first woman seated in the Senate. After two days, she was succeeded by Walter George, the duly elected replacement.
	Answer: Rebecca Felton
3. (10 points) In 1931 this woman won a special election to replace her deceased husband Thaddeus as senator from Arkansas, becoming the first woman elected to the Senate.
	Answer: Hattie Caraway

FTPE, name these pioneering criminologists.
1. (10 points) This Italian revolutionized the field with his 3 volume work L'uomo delinquente, translated as Criminal Man, in which he turned attention to the scientific study of criminals and developed the idea of the atavistic, or born, criminal.
	Answer: Cesare Lombroso
2. (10 points) Lombroso's most important follower, this Italian recommended crime prevention over punitive action. He inspired Argentina's penal code and edited the Socialist daily Avanti, but is probably most important for his book Criminal Sociology.
	Answer: Enrico Ferri
3. (10 points) This French criminologist developed the first scientific method for criminal identification. Officially adopted by many countries starting with France in 1888, it has been largely replaced by fingerprints.
	Answer: Alphonse Bertillon

FTPE, answer the following about a recent novel.
1. (10 points) In this novel, Larry Cook decides to divide his thriving Iowa farm between his three daughters, Ginny, Rose, and Caroline. However, Caroline, a Des Moines lawyer, rejects the idea, leading Larry to cut her out of the deal.
	Answer: A Thousand Acres
2. (10 points) Name the author of A Thousand Acres, also known for The Age of Grief, The Greenlanders, and Moo.
	Answer: Jane Smiley
3. (10 points) A Thousand Acres is a retelling of what Shakespearean play?
	Answer: King Lear

Physics stuff, FTPE.
1. (10 points) In a direct-current circuit, this is the reciprocal of electrical resistance.
	Answer: conductance
2. (10 points) In an alternating-current circuit the conductance is equal to the ratio of the resistance to the square of this quantity symbolized Z. In an a.c. circuit, it is the square root of the resistance squared plus the reactance squared.
	Answer: impedence
3. (10 points) The SI unit of conductance is this unit formerly called the rho or reciprocal ohm.
	Answer: siemens

FTPE, name these types of paint.
1. (10 points) These are pigments mixed with hot wax which were used extensively in the ancient world. Also used in Jasper Johns' Flag and Target paintings, its name is derived from the Greek for "burnt in".
	Answer: encaustic
2. (10 points) This is a brilliant white preparation of chalky pigment mixed with glue, used during the Middle Ages as a ground to prepare a panel of canvas for painting.
	Answer: gesso
3. (10 points) Also known as "body color", this is opaque water-color which differs from transparent water-color in that the pigments are bound with glue and the lighter tones are obtained by the mixture of white pigment.
	Answer: gouache

FTPE, name these popes involved in the Great Schism.
1. (10 points) The schism was set in motion when this pope in power from 1305-14 moved the papacy to Avignon due to feuds between Italian cardinals and their allies among the Italian nobility.
	Answer: Clement V
2. (10 points) The schism started in 1378 when the French faction of the church elected Clement VI as pope, while the Italian faction elected this pope.
	Answer: Urban VI
3. (10 points) This schism was ended by the Council of Constance with the election of this pope who deposed his French rival.
	Answer: Martin V

FTPE, name the following about a Norse figure.
1. (10 points) Formed from the saliva of the gods, this was the wisest man of Norse myth who never failed to answer a question correctly.
	Answer: Kvasir
2. (10 points) Growing tired of Kvasir's knowledge, two dwarves killed him and distilled his blood in a giant cauldron. FTP, name either of these dwarves.
	Answer: Fjalar or Galar
3. (10 points) Kvasir's blood, when mixed with honey by this giant, became the mead that gave wisdom and poetic inspiration to those who drank it.
	Answer: Sattung

Name these phyla from classes contained in them F15PE, or FTP if you need more information.
1. (15 points) Hydrozoa, Scyphozoa, Anthozoa
(10 points) This phylum contains the Hydra, jellyfish, sea anomones, and corals.
	Answer: Cnideria
2. (15 points) Turbellaria, Trematoda, Cestoda
(10 points) This phylum comprises the flatworms.
	Answer: Platyhelminthes

F15PE, answer the following about a novel.
1. (15 points) Considered one of the finest Italian novels of the 20th century, this work about Don Fabrizio, prince of Salina, is set during Garibaldi's invasion of Sicily.
	Answer: The Leopard (Il Gattopardo)
2. (15 points) This author of "The Leopard" died before it could be published. His only other work is "Two Stories and a Memory".
	Answer: Giuseppe Tomasi de Lampedusa

Book of the New Testament, FTSNOP.
1. (10 points) The only personal letter to an individual in the New Testament, this book asks the title figure to forgive a runaway slave.
	Answer: The Epistle of Paul to Philemon
2. (5 points) This was the author of "Philemon".
	Answer: St. Paul or Saul of Tarsus
3. (15 points) This is the slave who had run away from Philemon, and who delivered the epistle on his return to his master.
	Answer: Onesimus

